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Introduction 
An integral component of mentoring using the Positive Youth Development (PYD) approach is the ability for mentors to 
connect their mentees and families to people, experiences, and organizations. This form of networking, referred to as 
being a connector, has substantial benefit to the mentee, such as: 

• Youth who are introduced to people and organizations outside their typical environment begin to see that there 
are in fact caring people who want to help them. 

• Youth are exposed to people and organizations of particular interest to them, thus providing a path to exploring 
their assets in a different way. 

• Youth begin to form a circle of support to help deflect problems. 
• Youth begin to build their own skills at locating people and resources. 
• Youth give back by becoming a connector themselves. 

 

 
Learning Objectives 
In this module, you will learn to: 

• Use asset development to strategize ways to work with the mentor on being a positive connector for his/her 
mentee; 

• Train and coach mentors on things they can do to support their mentee in identifying and connecting to positive 
people and organizations; 

• Use the PYD approach with youth during match support to build resilience through exposure to positive people, 
experiences, and organizations. 

 
Content Overview 
In this guide, you will see social connecting in action, with call-outs to the technical and reference information, so that 
you can train and adopt the model yourself. 
 
In their study, Community Developmental Assets and Positive Youth Development: The Role of Natural Mentors1, 
Sarah Schwartz, et al, share the following regarding research on adolescent development: 
 

Over the course of the past two decades, research on adolescent development has shifted from a deficit 
perspective focused primarily on preventing negative outcomes to a strength-based perspective focused on 
identifying individual and ecological assets that contribute to positive youth development (PYD) (e.g., Benson & 
Scales, 2009; Theokas & Lerner, 2006). Within this PYD perspective, researchers have sought to explore how 
certain contextual factors or “external” developmental assets (Benson, Scales, & Syvertsen, 2011) may 
promote more adaptive outcomes among adolescents, including lowered risk and increased positive or thriving 
outcomes. Although most of this work has emphasized family, peer, and school influences, there is a growing 

 
1 Sarah E. O. Schwartz , Christian S. Chan , Jean E. Rhodes & Peter C. Scales (2013): Community Developmental Assets and 
Positive Youth Development: The Role of Natural Mentors, Research in Human Development, 10:2, 141-162 

Mentors who are able to connect their mentee's assets to supportive, positive experiences are 
helping their mentee to: 
• Expand their view of the world; 
• Establish the foundations to adapt to factors like parental incarceration; 
• Build a supportive network; 
• Transition to adulthood using positive constructs; 
• Give back by becoming a connector themselves. 

Implications for Mentors 
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recognition of the importance of supportive neighborhoods and community contexts (Youngblade & Theokas, 
2010). In fact, recent research suggests that adolescent social connectedness, including involvement in 
organized activities, predicts subsequent adult wellbeing from at least 6 years later to more than a decade later 
in young adulthood (Mahoney & Vest, 2012; Olsson, McGee, Nada-Raja, & Williams, 2012). 
 

Keep in mind “The Big 3” that we discussed in Module 3 – the features found in effective PYD programs: 
 

 
Essentially, connecting people is an organic process that happens all the time. As an integral component of PYD, we 
are intentionally using social connectedness as a positive asset tool since it doesn’t always happen for this population 
of youth. Youth who have an incarcerated parent or guardian are likely more limited in positive exposures because 
they are concerned with basic needs like housing, care of siblings, monetary restrictions and so on. Because of their 
feelings that can be caused by parental incarceration, they may not be able to muster confidence or energy to explore 
positive pursuits on their own. Refer back to Module 1 for more information about common feelings children and 
adolescents often express as a result of parental incarceration. 
 
Connectors in Action 
Let’s revisit Anthony and James, who we met in Module 3, and talk more about the Anthony’s assets and how match 
support and his mentor James might connect him to people and places that build on those assets. 
 
James and Anthony 
James has noticed that Anthony has been short-tempered and tired recently. He doesn’t seem to want to talk much 
but hasn’t lost his interest in music. He still choreographs dance moves and makes videos. Since the move required 
him to change schools, Anthony hasn’t yet joined the new school’s marching band or jazz band. 
 
Anthony has expressed anger about having to possibly move again. He’s concerned too that if his mother gets a 
second job, he will have to take care of his younger brother more and won’t be able to do the things he likes to do: 
drums, dance choreography, making videos. He agrees, with some reluctance, that if he can keep his grades up he 
will be able to go to college. Anthony has been talking about getting a job, so he has money for the things he wants to 
have and to help his mom, but he’s not sure he’ll have enough time for all that. 
 
James and Anthony, together with their match support, discussed Anthony’s assets and they made quite a long list 
which really surprised Anthony. He had a sense of pride when they discussed his commitment to school, his talents 
with dance, his mother’s caring commitment to him and his brother, and how proud she is of them. They talked about 
qualities they appreciated about him such as his honesty and his sense of responsibility and provided examples of 
where these qualities were demonstrated in their interactions. 
 
They also discussed what Anthony would benefit from given his interests and aspirations and what he and James 
might do together to foster those. They considered who else in Anthony’s life might be able to support him in realizing 
his aspirations, including family and community members. They were able to identify that Anthony was interested in 
joining the jazz band at the school but was concerned that he would need to work in order to help his mother. He was 

1. Positive and sustained relationships between youth and adults

2. Activities that build important life skills

3. Opportunities for youth to use their life skills
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also concerned that his brother would need care. Match support discussed housing and childcare options with 
Anthony’s mother. James encouraged Anthony to approach the Jazz band teacher and share his interest and 
concern. They made a bit of a game out of it. For each challenge that Anthony takes on, he gets to teach James a 
new dance move which he records as part of a video he plans to make (James isn’t the most graceful dancer and the 
two usually end up laughing hysterically). 
 
James has discussed assets and areas for development with match support. Together they identified: 
 
Anthony’s Assets: Family boundaries, school boundaries, high expectations, achievement, honesty, responsibility, 
resistance skills, personal power 
 
And they all agree that Anthony would benefit by exposure and development in these areas: 
 
Anthony’s Areas for Development: Positive view of personal future, school engagement, creative activities, planning 
and decision-making, adult role models, youth programs, service to others 

 
 
Goal Setting: 
Using a PYD approach to support a mentee in creating goals and developing plans to reach his or her goals can be a 
contributor to positive youth outcomes. In a recent study, it was found that “youths’ ability to make goals, optimize 
resources to reach their goals, and to compensate when problems block their goals are all relevant skills that would 
seem to relate to youth’s contribution to family, community, and self.2” Staff and mentors can work together to support 
the youth in developing and reaching goals. As a connector, a mentor provides youth with access to additional 
resources (people, experiences, and organizations) to realize their goals. 
 
A first step in goal development is for staff and mentors to consider all of the information they have about the mentee 
and family, and to brainstorm some “big picture” focus areas for the match. These big picture conversations about 
assets, aspirations, and interests provide the context for specific goals that mentor and mentee can create and work 
toward together. As you support the mentor and mentee in considering goals, think back to the tools you learned about 
in module 3 – the developmental assets, the 5Cs, and the Big 3. These tools can help you support the mentor and 
mentee in developing realistic goals and plans that keep PYD in the forefront. And remember, it is important that the 
mentee is active in creating his goals and determining activities to reach his or her goals. As an active participant in 
goal- setting, the mentee takes more ownership and will more likely invest in reaching his or her goals. 
 
Let’s look again at Anthony’s story. As you read about setting goals, see what parallels you can draw to the Big 3, the 
concept of focusing on assets, and how James can be a connector. 
 
Anthony’s Story Part 2: 
James and match support have spent time brainstorming ways that James can introduce positive exposures and 
experiences that Anthony will both enjoy and benefit from. They also considered people that Anthony already knows 
who might be interested in helping. This helped prepare James to have a discussion with Anthony about what is 
important to him, what he’d like to accomplish, and what activities they could do together to foster his goals. 
 
Goals for Anthony and his family: 

• Family is introduced to services needed for help with child care, transportation, food, and rent assistance. 
• Anthony is introduced to positive influences that match his assets.  
• Anthony is participating in activities of interest;  

 
2 Mueller, M., Phelps, E., Bowers, E., Agans, J., Urban, J., & Lerner, R. (2011). Youth development program participation and 
intentional self-regulation skills: Contextual and individual bases of pathways to positive youth development. Journal of 
Adolescence, 34, 1115-1125 
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• Anthony is meeting people in academics, athletics, arts, career/vocational, spiritual/religious, etc. 
 
 Match Support could: 

• Introduce Anthony and his mother to community services agency that works with children of incarcerated 
parents, and if appropriate, 

• Inform his mother that the local church has worked with children of incarcerated parents and provides support 
services. Provide contact information for pastor/person at the church 

• Provide information about child care resources for Anthony’s younger brother 
 

 James could: 
• Stop in the jazz band teacher’s classroom and ask to talk with him for information about being involved 
• Ask to talk with his guidance counselor about going to college and financial aid options 

 
 James and Anthony could: 

• Take Anthony to watch the football half time show and meet the band director at the local college 
• Bring Anthony to an information session at his school about financial aid options 
• Browse the internet to learn more about music stores in the neighborhood to see what kind of programs they 

offer 
• Visit a local music store to ask about jobs they have open 
• Check out local festivals in the community with free music and dance performances and attend one – or more - 

together. 
 

 
Match Support and mentor focus on: 

• MATCH SUPPORT: meeting immediate needs that help with security issues (food, financial, transportation, 
and housing). This is the program staff role, as mentors may not be experienced with human services and it is 
not their role. 

• BOTH: introducing and exposing mentee to people with expertise in areas of interest. 
• MENTOR: use of PYD and connector role to demonstrate that networking is a useful skill, that it’s ok to need 

and include others, and that there are experiences outside the mentee’s environment that can provide positive 
opportunities they can explore together. 
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Once Anthony, with support from James and Match Support, finalized goals and activities, they mapped out some 
plans for how James could support Anthony and connect him to resources. 
 

 

 
So, what are the connections that emerge in these goals? What people, places, and experiences have emerged that 
could be helpful? Connecting mentees to positive people and resources adds to the mentee’s protective factors and 
serves as a counter measure to negative or risky behaviors. In Anthony’s story, match support used their network of 
resources to help James strategize, and helped Anthony and his mother gain access to needed resources by tapping 
into their network. James also tapped his own connections and beyond to introduce Anthony to people who could 
provide emotional support, help with real financial and academic challenges, and expose Anthony to the available 
careers in his areas of interest. So, exposing the mentee to people and organizations of interest to the mentee, along 
with supportive resources, expands possibilities for both the mentee and the family. While not the primary focus, this 
exposure can also help alleviate some immediate stress. 
 
  

• Goal: Youth is introduced 
• Is meeting people in 
academics, athletics, arts, 
career vocational/ 
spiritual/religious options, etc. 
• Is identifying people in his life 
that could support him 

 
• Take Anthony to watch the 
football half time show and 
meet the band director at the 
local college. 
• Bring Anthony to an 
information session at his 
school about financial aid 
options. 
• Browse the internet to learn 
more about music stores in the 
neighborhood to see what kind 
of programs they offer. 
• Visit a local music store to 
ask about jobs they have 
open. 
• Check out local festivals in 
the community with free 
music and dance 
performances and attend one 
– or more - together. 
• Discuss people in Anthony's 
life who are important to him. 

• Goal: Youth is involved. 
• Is actively exploring 
school, athletics, arts, 
career 
vocational/spiritual/religiou
s options, etc. 
• Is planning for the future 
• Begins connecting with others 
 
• Take Anthony to technical 
schools and colleges he is 
interested in; arrange meeting 
times with admissions 
representatives. 
• Look for internships related to 
Anthony's interests that might 
be willing to hire him. 
• Arrange with music store 
owner to allow Anthony to 
practice drums there in 
exchange for cleaning up the 
backroom. 
• Join Anthony at support 
group meetings for families 
with incarcerated parents. 
• Volunteer together at the 
local church’s food pantry. 
• Discuss with Anthony people 
he has met or knows that can 
help him reach his goals. 
 

• Goal: Youth is enmeshed. 
• Shows commitment to 
education, sport, arts, career, 
spiritual options, etc. 
• Gives back to these and 
other organizations 
• Becomes a connector for others 
 
• Work with Anthony to develop 
a college plan that includes 
work- study options. Anthony 
schedules times to meet with 
schools of interest. 
• Anthony selects community 
programs to volunteer and 
arranges times to talk with 
leaders about them to 
determine which one(s) he will 
choose. 
• Anthony talks with the church 
pastor about making a film of 
his experiences that the 
pastor can use to expand his 
programs for families 
impacted by incarceration. 
• Anthony sets time to meet 
with people to whom he feels 
connected. 

Longer Term: 12+ months Midterm: 6-12 months Immediate: 1-6 Months 
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So, here are some of the connections that emerged for Anthony and James’s match activities. 

 
Program Staff Mentor Inventory 
Although it’s impossible to have a complete inventory ready at all times for every mentee, it’s a good practice to have a 
social asset list available to pull from. Then you can customize and add to the list based on each mentee’s individual 
needs. The asset list from Module 3 will help you and the mentor determine which areas to focus on, which will inform 
the exposures you choose. 
 
The areas for which you will want to have resources available were discussed in Module 1. Below is a reminder of the 
types of resources typically tapped by match support. 
 

• Family Welfare (Counseling, Housing) • Transportation 
• Financial • Child Care 
• Education (High School counselors, College 

admissions and financial aid experts) 
• Businesses 
• Athletics 

• Employment • Community Programs 
• Arts (Fine and Performing) • Support Groups 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

For Anthony and his family, this list could look like this: 
 
Supportive: immediate and mid-term needs    Developmental: interest and aptitude 

• Housing agency • Music store owner 
• Child care contacts • Jazz band teacher/College band director 
• School counselor 
• Transportation 

• Guidance counselor 
 

 
Ultimately, the plan shifts from James leading the connector efforts to Anthony doing it himself. As his mentor, James 
will have the opportunity to recognize this growth and provide positive feedback to Anthony that reinforces his 
accomplishments. This promotes the desired protective factors such as resilience, self-empowerment, and place in 
community. Anthony will have the foundation to successfully transition to responsible adulthood. 

 
As a program team, you may generate a list to 
share that includes more than one person from 
each area that could be beneficial to mentors 
and mentees. Match support can both draw on 
these directly for the mentee as well as work 
with the mentor to build his/her own personal 
inventory. 

 
Mentors should establish their own network 
list. They should contact these people to 
determine ahead of time whether or not they 
would be willing to help out. Program staff may 
need to assist the mentor in preparing his/her 
list. 

Implications for Mentors Implications for Program 
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Wrap Up: 
So here are this module’s objectives again. How well can you now act on each? 

• Use asset development to strategize ways to work with the mentor on being a positive connector for his/her 
mentee; 

• Train and coach mentors on things they can do to support their mentee in identifying and connecting to positive 
people and organizations; 

• Use the PYD approach with youth during match support to build resilience through exposure to positive people, 
experiences, and organizations. 

 
Suggested Reading:  
Community Developmental Assets and Positive Youth Development: The Role of Natural Mentors: 
https://www.rhodeslab.org/files/CommunityAssets&NaturalMentors.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.rhodeslab.org/files/CommunityAssets&NaturalMentors.pdf

